What to consider
before deploying
an SD-WAN for
your business.
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Overview
What is an SD-WAN? We often get asked this question, as businesses have been told about the great benefits of
implementing one: better network performance, potential cost savings, and higher availability of your most
essential applications, networks, and services.
This eBook will cover SD-WANs in detail to determine if it is a good fit for your business, and the best configuration
if you decide to go ahead with an SD-WAN.
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What is an SD-WAN?
SD-WAN stands for Software-Defined Wide Area Network. It is a virtualised network abstracted from datacenter or
branch office hardware that creates a scalable, overlay wide area network (WAN) distributed across local and
global sites. SD-WANs are also an application of Software Defined Network (SDN) technology. More reliable than
VPN-based WAN solutions, SD-WANs also take a software-based approach to building and extending enterprise
networks beyond SDNs.
A primary SD-WAN use case is connecting branch offices to corporate networks instead of traditional and
expensive multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) connections, firewalls, or proprietary hardware. Major cloud
providers, including Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google, offer SD-WAN solutions that provide a
scalable way to connect remote offices over the Internet.

What is a Wide Area Network (WAN)
for Business?
Wide Area Networks (WANs) connect IT resources over distance. With a WAN, all internet traffic is centralised at a
single location such as a data centre and secured by a firewall for high-speed, private access. WANs are a high
cost but private networking option.
WANs interconnect links such as private lines, Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS), virtual private networks (VPNs),
wireless and cellular networks, and Internet protocol networks to smaller metropolitan and branch office networks
across global locations. Sites that WANs connect can be a few miles apart or across the globe. Enterprise WANs
include connecting branch offices or remote workers with head offices or data centres, to share corporate
resources.
Wide Area Networks can be connected via a Virtual Private Network (VPN) that allows access from multiple
locations to business networks and resources. A traditional VPN usually does not have dedicated network
connections, and network quality can degrade as data traverses the Internet.
A typical MPLS solution includes a company-dedicated VPN that relies on MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching),
making it faster to route traffic across a business network. It does this by specifying which private network points
to route the data over the Internet, rather than letting the data plot its course. However, MPLS is only one way to
speed up reliable traffic delivery.
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SD-WAN: For Growing and
Changing Networks
While MPLS VPNs for business are secure design, they have traditionally been a costly option - private MPLS
network points need to be paid for as they do not utilise the public Internet.
With the rollout of NBN and faster connectivity, lower-cost fibre services available across Australia, and the rise of
Ultra-Fast Broadband services, traditional MPLS networks are becoming less relevant. This is further evident in the
change of application and data access over the past three years, with a steady industry move from IaaS (Cloudhosted Infrastructure as a Service) to SaaS (Software as a Service Cloud-hosted apps).
This change in technology affects the overall value MPLS networks once carried with the additional overhead of
supporting these designs no longer providing the same ROI.
That is where SD-WAN comes in. Software-Defined Wide Area Networks can mix and match networking
technologies to deliver the best network quality and speed when needed and utilise other networks when not
required.
For example, A Software-Defined Wide Area Network can use secure MPLS networking when needed for a critical
business video conference, but route traffic to let employees browse websites through the regular Internet. SDWANs are configured to provide the right network speeds and availability dependant on what is essential within
your business.
SD-WANs can also be deployed as virtual appliances connected by encrypted tunnels. They combine network
services to provide enhanced functionality across virtualised networks. Additionally, traffic reaching an SD-WAN
appliance can be classified based on application or service type, prioritised using centrally managed policies,
thereby optimising network traffic.
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Supporting Multiple Carriers and
Technologies
Traditional businesses looking at internet options tend to gravitate towards high-speed plans and networking
technology with top tier providers such as Telstra or AAPT.
SD-WANs, however, can cost-effectively combine different technologies such as Fibre and 4G and aggregate with
various plans and ISPs across multiple physical sites and in the cloud. SD-WANs can be deployed as overlay
networks with WAN and Internet links from multiple carriers, including NBN services, managed seamlessly through
a web portal to ensure businesses get the best performance at the right price for each site.
Using SD-WAN technologies also allows applications to steer or route through networks based on business
application, importance, and reliability, even in an outage at a specific network point of presence.
According to Riverbed, SD-WAN “quality based path selection monitors the end-to-end performance of the links
continuously and when problems occur over one connection meaning that performance expectations are not
being met, traffic is dynamically redirected over the other link, ensuring your staff can maintain the highest level
of productivity.”
On-premises SD-WAN servers can be a good option if most services are hosted locally or on a site-by-site basis.
For small and medium businesses or those with one or two sites, SD-WAN is an option to improve network
capabilities. And as many businesses move towards more cloud-based services, inbound and outbound traffic
increases, increasing the need to have a resilient network design.
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SD-WAN in the Cloud
For businesses that need most of their WAN traffic to travel across sites that access cloud services, some
advanced SD-WAN products provide an on-site solution with SD-WAN gateways that connect directly to cloud
providers. Deployed in this hybrid fashion, both inbound and outbound traffic between sites and various public
clouds can be managed.
For instance, Fortinet, one of our partners, has a solution that enables SD-WAN deployment and management
with AWS and Azure, two of the most popular cloud service providers. Moreover, SD-WANs can eliminate physical
networking equipment so that organisations can save administration time and labor costs usually associated
with expensive networking hardware deployments. This includes replacing costly MPLS with cloud-based
broadband connectivity options, further reducing costs.
SD-WANs have benefits for distributed organisations that leverage the cloud, including network topology
simplification, internet traffic prioritisation, cost reduction, scalability, and integrated security.
Central SD-WAN management with traffic routing based on application policies enables IT managers to
automate deployment and configuration processes to reduce the complexity and resources required to manage
a WAN. Enterprise applications can also be aggregated, integrated, and controlled from a cloud-based SD-WAN
portal, further simplifying SD-WAN deployments and management.
With internet traffic prioritisation, SD-WANs can also identify data types moving through a network, deprioritising
web surfing, and video streaming, for example, to boost network performance and efficiency. Content filtering
capabilities can restrict access or allocate bandwidth to selected sites resulting in additional network efficiency.
Finally, SD-WAN administrators can create and update security rules in real-time as network requirements and be
applied across every local or global network location.
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SD-WAN Security
SD-WANs also need to be secure when transporting business data. This needs to be built into the solution from the
start, not as an afterthought, or another layer that needs implementing.
“Provisioning and orchestration, data-plane inspection and application categorisation, access control and
segmentation, privacy and encryption, user and identity management, visibility and monitoring and auditing,” are
all SD-WAN security considerations according to SDxCentral. Vendors such as Fortinet offer secure solutions such
as FortiGate Secure SD-WAN for inbuilt security into each of these aspects.
SD-WAN enabled broadband routes on the public Internet represent a higher security risk level versus MPLS
network connections from single carriers, necessitating native cloud security network architectures.
Another advantage of an SD-WAN versus MPLS, for instance, is that the technology virtualises connectivity via
encrypted network tunnelling. However, security best practices must be taken into consideration to secure data.
SD-WAN misconfigurations are a risk that could lead to data breaches and data interception by malicious third
parties.
Major cloud application platforms such as Microsoft 365 or Salesforce.com can be accessed from branch offices
or remotely from the Internet using Identity and Access Management (IAM) policies and services. This includes
AWS IAM and Azure AD. However, untrusted cloud apps and suspicious web traffic with unknown security
configurations need additional traffic inspection that must be architected into a secure SD-WAN solution.
With well-architected SD-WAN policies and procedures, businesses can route trusted enterprise application
traffic across the public Internet while sending social network traffic or video content to a cloud-security service
for malware inspection. Additional untrusted and suspicious traffic from a foreign country or peer-to-peer
application traffic can also be routed to next-generation firewalls and deep packet inspection engines.

If you are a single-site business, how important is
network quality assurance?
Network quality assurance is something that many business customers have concerns about. However, ISPs such
as Telstra and AAPT offer enterprise plans via fibre connections with guaranteed uptime, and assured
upload/download minimum speeds based on their Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
However, for many businesses, this may not be enough. What good is a refund on your bill if you need
inbound/outbound Internet at a crucial point in time, and it goes down? Will Wi-Fi hot spotting to mobile save you
in a pinch or not?
Therefore, many businesses choose to implement an SD-WAN with a combination of different
ISPs/connections/plans and load balancing to help keep business internet stable (almost) no matter what is
essential.
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Are you expanding across multiple sites or require better
connections between existing sites?
If site-to-site network connectivity quality assurance is your biggest business concern, then an SD-WAN
implementation may be an option to investigate further.
Traditionally, with business data stored either at the main site or across multiple locations, perhaps even with a
managed data centre provider, MPLS has been the networking technology of choice. If this is still how you do
business, then MPLS may be an option to consider over SD-WAN.
However, if you are moving towards decentralised services and data with cloud providers, SD-WAN technology
has many advantages.

Are you increasing your use of public cloud services?
One of the main drivers of SD-WAN adoption that we see today is the trend towards public cloud services over onpremises or private cloud networks.
In Flexara’s 2019 State of the Cloud Report, research shows that public cloud use is rising, with private cloud use
declining. The report also notes that “respondents are already running applications in a combination of 3.4 public
and private clouds and experimenting with 1.5 more for 4.9 clouds.”
If your business is moving more towards adopting multiple public cloud services, and you need quality assurance
across an entire network, including deploying servers around the world, then an SD-WAN implementation is the
obvious answer.

Is mobile work on the rise within your business?
Do you have policies where people can work from home? Is there often a need for on-the-go mobile work in
transit or off-site meetings?
SD-WAN technology can also be useful for secure, reliable mobile usage, particularly with 5G commencing rollout.
Something to think about as the workforce becomes more flexible.
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SD-WAN Vendors in Australia
You may come across news articles covering SD-WAN in Australia, however, mainly these are about managed
solutions - rather than the SD-WAN technology vendors themselves.
Here we cover the major SD-WAN vendors in the country.

Fortinet SD-WAN
Fortinet offers similar services to the other vendors listed, what sets them apart is their high-security rating, as an
industry leader in cybersecurity. Unlike other vendors, one of the SD-WAN hardware appliances offered offers
security built into the device - via the SD-WAN ASIC solution. Fortinet provides value for money and scale from a
small site through to complex Data Centre requirements.

Cisco
Cisco is a well-known networking powerhouse, and its SD-WAN solutions offer customers some of the best
technology in the business.
Cisco Meraki devices can be installed across your network with firmware updates automatically deployed with
zero-touch. Meraki devices allow businesses to have both MPLS links and ISP links to route traffic, or a combination
of different ISP links to route traffic and includes an auto VPN. With Meraki, there is a 1-1 ratio of licensing to
hardware.
You can combine these devices with other Cisco SD-WAN solutions such as Cisco vEdge Cloud to extend your SDWAN to public cloud services.

VMWare VeloCloud
VMWare’s VeloCloud offers a similar set of technologies and services to Cisco, with on-site hardware via the
VMware SD-WAN Edge, which provides load balancing between many different networking technologies
(including MPLS, broadband, and 4G), plus solutions for popular cloud platforms such as AWS. However, VeloCloud
requires a firewall to be used in conjunction to ensure security.

Silver Peak & Riverbed
Silver Peak and Riverbed are similar vendors in terms of configuration options to Cisco and VMWare and are
designed to optimise further small links for sites that cannot get high bandwidth. However, Silver Peak and
Riverbed also require a firewall to be used in conjunction to ensure security.
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Choosing a Vendor
When choosing a vendor, you'll need to look at each solution's capabilities, whether they fit with your existing
public clouds, and how easy their configuration and management is (if you intend to manage your SD-WAN
solution in-house).
This will involve following up with each vendor to get a complete report about your needs and requirements. If you
do not have the resources or someone available in-house to evaluate the solutions effectively, you can partner
with someone like us to give you a full report of your business's best options.

Choosing a Managed Services Provider
If you would prefer not to manage your configuration in-house or do not have the resources available currently,
you can choose a Managed Service Provider (MSP) to do the job for you.
We offer this service to customers like JD Sports. It means that once your requirements are outlined, you can hand
over the rollout, configuration, and management of your SD-WAN and not have to worry about this networking
infrastructure; simply let an MSP do the job for you.
Choosing an MSP that you trust is critical to ensuring a great ongoing relationship and network availability, speed,
and security. You want an MSP that is responsive, friendly, knowledgeable, and timely with new relevant
information about the services that may apply to you. If you are interested in evaluating which SD-WAN vendor is
the right one for your business and would like an MSP to take on configuring and running your SD-WAN, then look
to us at A1 Technologies.
Contact us now to speak to one of our knowledgeable professionals for more information.
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A1 Technologies is an Australian IT Consultancy and Managed Service Provider
(MSP) specialising in delivering robust, responsive, and secure IT and Technology
solutions to businesses Australia-wide.
If you need help deploying, managing, or optimising any part of your technology
infrastructure, feel free to reach out, we would love to hear from you.

Get in Touch
Contact: Rob Rattray, Sales Director
P: 1300 287 910 | E: rob@a1t.com.au
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